Technical Note
How to use the RENATRON® Reprocessing Connector
The Minntech Renal Systems Reprocessing Connector is a barrier
connector that isolates a dialyzer from the RENATRON® or RENACLEAR®.
A unique quick disconnect feature allows for fast and easy connections.
To use the Minntech Renal Systems Reprocessing Connector a
RENACLEAR must have the modified header cleaner assemblies that attach
to the Reprocessing Connector. A RENATRON must first be calibrated
for use with the Reprocessing Connector. This is accomplished by
performing a calibration test using the Reprocessing Connector.
Recalibrate the RENATRON if necessary following the RENATRON
Directions for Use.
1. The Reprocessing
Connectors should be
disinfected with either
1% RENALIN® solution
or full strength ACTRIL®
solution for 30 minutes
before use.

2. The Reprocessing Connector should
first be attached to the dialyzer blood
port connectors.
RENACLEAR

Modified Header
Cleaner Assembly

3. The dialyzer can now be
attached to a RENACLEAR
Header Cleaner Assembly or
the Colder Connectors on
the arterial inlet and venous
outlet lines of a RENATRON.
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4. When attaching the modified header cleaner
assemblies or the arterial and venous lines to the Reprocessing
Connector make sure that the connector is firmly
attached. This is indicated by a distinct click from
the connecting device as it seats on the
RENATRON
Reprocessing Connector.
Colder
Connector

click

5. If the connector is used with the RENACLEAR
Dialyzer Header Cleaning System you may leave
the Reprocessing Connectors
attached to the dialyzer After the
dialyzer is removed from the RENACLEAR, it
can be attached directly to a RENATRON.
6. After the dialyzer has been reprocessed
remove the Reprocessing Connector from
the dialyzer and clean off any obvious
blood materials.
7.
Disinfect the Reprocessing Connector
in either 1% RENALIN solution or full strength
ACTRIL for at least 30 minutes before reusing the connector.
8. After disinfection and before use, inspect the connector to ensure
that the connector is not damaged and the O-ring is intact.
NOTE: Simulated-use and PAA exposure
testing indicates that reprocessing
connectors are unaffected through 3
months of exposure and use. Discard
connectors if they show any signs of
wear or if they become more difficult to
attach to the dialyzer, RENATRON or
RENACLEAR devices.
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